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The aim of this thesis was to increase the understanding of the characteristics and role 
of Col VII in the intraocular environment by studying its distribution, origins, and -if 
possible- its function. In this chapter, the data of our studies are integrated into the 
current knowledge on Col VII, the implications of our findings are discussed and some 
future perspectives that may further increase our understanding of this protein are 
given.

1.0 SIMILARITIES AND DISSIMILARITIES OF COL VII LABELING: 
INTRAOCULAR VS. SKIN

1.1 Labeling pattern dissimilarities

The interpretation of the distribution of intraocular Col VII would be simplified if its 
characteristics, such as labeling pattern and fibril formation, would be similar to that 
in skin. Our studies have shown that there are similarities in the characteristics in both 
tissues, but also differences.

1.2 Linear labeling in the intraocular environment

We were able to demonstrate Col VII at various intraocular BM zones. The labeling at 
the non-pigmented epithelium of the ciliary body showed a continuous linear pattern 
directly below the epithelial BM, in correspondence with the Col VII distribution in 
skin. This was especially the case at the ciliary body, in which the labeling would follow 
both the flat contours of the tissue (pars plana), as well as the protruding tissues (pars 
plicata). Based on mRNA analysis, the Col VII at this BM is expected to be derived from 
adjacent epithelial cells, as is the case with keratinocytes in skin. 

The basement membrane of the lens (lens capsule) also showed a crisp linear Col VII 
labeling pattern at its stromal side (vitreous), but is in that regard not fully comparable 
to the situation in skin. The linear labeling pattern of the lens capsule, namely, is caused 
by the labeling of the ciliary zonules that envelope the lens capsule. Then again, these 
zonules are primarily made up of fibrillin, which is also a resident of the direct subbasal 
environment of the skin. At the posterior pole, the BM of the retina (inner limiting 
membrane) showed minute labeling, which was only visible in TEM analysis. Despite 
the small amount of anti-Col VII gold labeling that was found at this area, the gold 
labels would often be found embedded in the BM, and followed a linear pattern. It 
would of course be reasonable to assume that the linearity of this pattern could be 
derived from differences in the penetration of the tissues of vitreous and ILM, and 
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that a less penetrable ILM would result in collections of gold labels predominantly at 
it vitreous side. Such linear patterns, however, were also obtained in post-embedded 
labeling. Another theoretical explanation for the linearity found at these BMs could be 
the difference in electrical charge between e.g. the ILM and the surrounding tissues. 
Such a difference could lead to preference of the metallic labeling to the ILM, even in 
post-embedded sections. Our study controls ruled out these theoretical possibilities. 

Many labeling patterns of (intraocular) vascular tissues could be considered to be linear. 
Apart from the many pattern discontinuities, blood vessels also showed circumferential 
anti-Col VII labeling patterns that were uninterrupted. Of course, pattern varieties are 
common to immunohistological analysis, especially when various vascular tissues and 
techniques are compared. For example, immunofluorescent studies of retinal whole 
mounts would show an almost ‘digitated’ labeling at the blood vessel walls, a pattern 
that might also be regarded as a highly interrupted linearity. At high magnification 
of blood vessels in TEM analysis, the linearity of gold label distribution would often 
be less pronounced than in peroxidase-labeled paraffin sections analyzed by light 
microscopy.

1.3 Non-linear labeling in the intraocular environment: the retina

In the superficial retina, small clustered vesicles were labeled. Such a pattern is 
reminiscent of the labeling observed in keratinocyte and fibroblast cell cultures and 
is different from the common linear labeling observed in skin sections. If Col VII was to 
support the fragile neural tissue in a similar fashion as in skin, a continuous deposition 
of Col VII (i.e. anchoring fibrils) would be distributed along the mesenchymal (i.e. 
vitreous) side of the basement membrane. By iTEM analysis, such specific labeling 
was observed in sparse numbers. Looped anchoring fibrils were not observed. The 
vesicles might resemble a means of Col VII transport toward the vitreoretinal interface. 
Their location suggests that they are associated with retinal ganglion cells, but their 
colocalization with GFAP suggests an association with astrocytes or activated Müller 
cells. In contrast to ganglion cells, astrocytes and Müller cells may synthesize Col VII 
and/or other ECM proteins.1- 4 

Alternatively, the possibility of compartmentalization of diffusely distributed retinal Col 
VII into vesicles, either for storage or degradation (i.e. phagocytosis of Col VII debris and 
storage into corpora amylacea), was also considered. Both Müller cells and astrocytes 
are capable of phagocytosis, in contrast to retinal ganglion cells.1, 5 Müller cells span the 
entire thickness of the retina, but have their nucleus in the inner nuclear layer. Astrocytes 
are relatively small, and may be distributed throughout the retina. Since the vesicles 
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were always distributed perinuclearly, we deemed an association with astrocytes more 
likely. Moreover, corpora amylacea are believed to be of astrocytic origin.6 Astrocytes 
may store redundant or residual proteins.7 A direct association between the vesicles 
and corpora amylacea could not be made, since neither entity was observed in 
close proximity to the other. The vesicles are therefore more likely to be associated 
with Col VII synthesis than phagocytosis or storage. Potentially, the Col VII content of 
the vesicles might be deployed to function locally, at the vitreoretinal interface, or 
both. Additionally, Col VII might support glial cell-to-blood vessel interaction, since 
astrocytes and Col VII apparently envelope blood vessels at the superficial retina layers.

1.4 Non-linear labeling in the intraocular environment: ciliary body

A more broad anti-Col VII labeling was seen in the ciliary body, at sites where the BM of 
the pigmented epithelium would approximate the walls of blood vessels. The labeling 
appeared strong and specific, with mainly broad, sharply delineated boundaries. 
Outside those boundaries, some diffuse stromal background labeling was observed. 
On occasion, the blood vessel walls would show wisps of fine fibers traversing into the 
stroma. 

The single BM of either pigmented epithelium or blood vessel alone could probably 
not account for the broadness of this pattern. Based on the location of this broader 
labeling, an association with hyaline degeneration (corresponding to Hogans8 ‘BM-
like material’) must be considered, since most of our donors were of age. The BMs 
in elderly donors are also known to duplicate or broaden at times. Probably, the 
first phenomenon would not result in such labeling intensity, and the second would 
show two or more lines (conform the BM of the pigmented epithelium). How Col VII 
molecules would take part in either the physiological or degenerative processes, or by 
which mechanism Col VII would be deployed to produce such a broad labeling remains 
unexplained. We suspect that the mechanical stress of the accommodation system is 
at least partly accountable for deposition of Col VII. Interestingly, the blood vessels 
of the retina show distinct lines and do not share the broader pattern of their ciliary 
counterparts in donors of corresponding age.

1.5 Non-linear labeling in the intraocular environment: zonules

One of the most intriguing findings of our studies was the intense, diffuse and specific 
labeling of the ciliary zonules. As thin fibers, the zonules were seen to originate between 
the non-pigmented ciliary epithelial cells, then converge between the stromal apices 
of these cells at the junction with the vitreous, and then ‘pour’ out from between the 
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epithelial cells into the vitreous as zonular fibers. These extracellular fibers transduce 
forces from the ciliary muscle to the lens capsule. A flexible anchoring protein that could 
support the zonular fiber architecture through its connections to other extracellular 
matrix components should be useful. Then, after having traversed the vitreous, the 
zonule-associated Col VII might also support the incorporation of the zonules into the 
lens capsule, by interacting with the capsule’s main component, Col IV. Although some 
collagen types are associated with zonular fibers, the presence of Col VII has never been 
reported previously. In our studies, the zonules would label in all analytical techniques 
used (TEM, IF, LM, Wb), and in all embedding media (paraffin, T8100, cryo), but only 
with pAb(16). The sensibility and specificity of pAb(16) is discussed later on.

2.0 (DIS)SIMILARITIES OF COL VII CHARACTERISTICS 

2.1 Intraocular vs. skin

There are more differences between the Col VII characteristics of the intraocular 
environment and the skin outside of their labeling patterns. Despite the Col VII labeling at 
various intraocular tissues, no corresponding anchoring fibrils could be demonstrated. 
Such a discrepancy is not easily explained by the current dermatological literature, and 
would probably be regarded as antibody cross-reactivity (i.e. false-positivity). In order 
to adequately validate the presence of Col VII, any indirect evidence for such a claim 
would need to be strong. The use of only one antibody or analytical method would not 
be adequate, since Col VII is a novel find in most of the examined tissues. Therefore, 
more evidence was gathered in support of our hypothesis.

2.2 Anti-Col VII labeling in the (visual) absence of anchoring fibrils

Our means to detect anchoring fibrils was validated by their demonstration in our 
control tissues of skin and cornea. Depending on the methods used, light microscopic 
evaluation would show labeling by most anti-Col VII antibodies (including monoclonals) 
at intraocular BMs, around stromal components, or cells plausibly capable of collagen 
synthesis. These observations were supported by several other analytical techniques 
(Wb, RT-PCR, etc). Unfortunately, our monoclonal antibodies would not perform well 
in resin sections in general, so absent gold labeling in iTEM sections was not deemed 
to be representative or contributory. Still, the fine collagen fibrils that were labeled 
by pAb(16), did not match the general morphology (size, shape, banding pattern) of 
typical stromal fibrils (e.g. Col I, II, III, V). They also were explicitly more recognizable (i.e. 
coarser) than the Col IV fibers of the lamina densa network. Cross-reactivity of other, 
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adjacent collagens was therefore unlikely. At the vitreoretinal interface, such gold 
labeling was located in between the lamina densa and stroma, in agreement with skin 
and cornea. 

2.3 The visual ‘absence’ of anchoring fibrils in skin: spatial distribution

Even when anchoring fibrils are known to exist in a tissue, early dermal studies have 
advocated that these fibrils may be difficult to discern. In literature, a multitude of 
technical difficulties which could impede detection by TEM were put forward (see 
chapter 2). On the other hand, some authors felt so confident in detecting anchoring 
fibril by their morphology, that they comparatively quantified their numbers per age 
group and gender.9 Reportedly, the visual detection of anchoring fibrils in cornea 
tissue is more difficult than in skin, possibly due to a smaller abundance of anchoring 
fibrils in toto, or otherwise due to a different orientation of the fibrils (parallel to the 
BM in skin vs. perpendicular to BM in cornea).10, 11 This last suggestion could imply that 
in cornea the linear type is dominant to the more clearly recognizable looping type. 
Despite clear Col VII immunoreactivity in several other tissues and cell cultures, no 
actual anchoring fibrils have ever been demonstrated in tissues other than skin and 
cornea (to our knowledge). 

2.4 The visual ‘absence’ of anchoring fibrils in skin: size and temporal 
distribution

The difficulty of reliably identifying anchoring fibrils may be reflected by the 
inconsistencies in the reports on their characteristics. In cornea, the average 
penetration depth of anchoring fibrils into the stroma was measured at 0.60 µm ± 
1 µm (max 2.05 µm), with anchoring fibril widths up to 0.15 µm [10Gipson 1987].10 
Others reported a length of 1.5 µm and a width of 27.5 nm ± 3.9nm, and found the 
fibrils leaving Bowman's layer in parallel pairs perpendicular to the ocular surface 
crossing the anterior stromal lamellae.12 Corneal anchoring fibrils become visible at 
26 weeks of gestation, but their differentiation from anchoring filaments and stromal 
fibers was already very difficult.13 Others found the corneal anchoring fibrils to become 
notable at 13 weeks of gestation, and measured a stromal penetration of 0.54 ± 0.01 
µm.14 Col VII immunofluorescence by monoclonals could be observed in wounded 
(keratectomy) rabbit cornea’s at 48 hours of healing, but anchoring fibrils were not 
visible until 4 weeks post-injury.11 So, during gestation and after injury, Col VII (or 
some of its epitopes) may detected in the temporary absence of notable anchoring 
fibrils. A transient expression of Col VII was reported in the endometrium, as part of the 
menstrual cycle. Instead of the common uninterrupted linear labeling at its epithelial 
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BM, the linearity was reduced to focal labeling in the proliferative phase. Therefore, Col 
VII was thought to play a role in dealing with the intrauterine shear forces that occur 
transiently in the menstrual cycle. Focal expression would exist when these forces were 
relatively low. Alternatively, the temporal distribution was suggested be part of a yet 
undetermined regulatory function of Col VII.15

2.5 The visual ‘absence’ of anchoring fibrils: a hypothesis

In our studies, most donors were adults or elderly without known ophthalmologic 
disorders. The discrepancies of the anchoring fibril characteristics in the aforementioned 
reports probably lie, at least partly, in the difficulty of their visualization. Whether that is 
because methods and experience vary, or that there might be unexplained variations in 
anchoring fibril characteristics (orientation, size, amount) remains unclear. We cannot 
rule out that individual Col VII fibers, or sparsely aggregated anchoring fibrils, might also 
be present and functional, which would also explain the variances found in our own 
investigations. Perhaps there are phenomena that occur differently in the intraocular 
(or extradermal) environment, such as the in vivo stabilization of mature anchoring 
fibrils by transglutaminase cross‐links.16 Otherwise, there may be differences in the 
conformation of the epitopes that are targeted by our antibodies, which may not label 
intact Col VII molecules, but instead correspond to parts or physiological fragments 
thereof. By analogy, restin and endostatin are small parts of the collagen types XV 
and XVIII, respectively. They are domains of the intact molecules, and are considered 
to have anti-angiogenic or perhaps tumorgenetic characteristics when detached. 
Mutations of these collagen types result in eye and microvessel phenotypes.17, 18 It is 
unknown whether the NC-1 or the helical domain of Col VII could be proteolytically 
cleaved off in a similar fashion to produce an autonomously functional protein. If so, it 
would certainly help to explain some of our results, especially the intense labeling of 
the zonules.

3.0 INDIRECT EVIDENCE OF COL VII LABELING VALIDITY

3.1 Antibody validation

The visual absence of anchoring fibrils might also be explained by the absence of 
Col VII altogether. Of course, we have validated our results carefully, but we should 
keep the possibility of potentially false-positive reactions in mind, which are inherent 
in immunohistochemical experiments. The most obvious of those immunoreactions 
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would be a false-positive labeling of the zonules, since the pAb(16) labeled them 
intensely while the monoclonals did not. For this reason, the pAb(16) antibody 
underwent thorough validation.

3.2  The specificity and sensitivity of the main antibody, pAb(16)

Because pAb(16) is a polyclonal antibody, collagen experts might have some 
doubt in accepting any results that are obtained by the use of this antibody alone. 
Polyclonality, namely, might mean more potential epitopes, including erratic ones on 
other unintentionally targeted proteins, especially when these proteins have highly 
comparable parts such as the collagenous Gly-X-Y repeats. Also, the pAb(16) antibody 
was not engineered through recombination. Instead, it is a classically derived IgG, raised 
against full length purified, human placenta extracted Col VII, which was injected into 
a rabbit host. According to the manufacturers datasheet, the pAb(16) does not cross-
react with fibronectin or types I-IV or VI collagen [Datasheet]. As in any other subject 
of analytical processes, antibodies must be validated thoroughly, by demonstrating 
minimal cross-reactivity and batch variability and thus optimizing applicability for the 
corresponding analytical methods.19 It is recommend to only use those antibodies that 
have been defined down to the level of the DNA sequence that produces them, and 
which are manufactured in engineered ‘recombinant’ cells.20 Pilot studies by our group 
have confirmed that human primary non-pigmented epithelial cells are capable of Col 
VII synthesis in vitro. This was validated by IHC, ELISA and Western blot analysis with 
commercially available monoclonal LH7.2 antibodies. Because the intensely pAb(16) 
labeled ciliary zonules derive from these cells, the labeling validity of this antibody 
was further supported. The steadfast results and applicability range of the pAb(16) 
antibody in the various analytical methods, together with the results of the epitope 
mapping survey convinced us of the reliability of this antibody.

3.3 Validity of pAb(16) in literature

The use of polyclonal antibodies is widespread in Col VII literature. In particular, the 
pAb(16) antibody in particular is well used by experts in the field.21- 29 None of these 
authors has reported any cross-reactivity, or other concerns about (the results from) 
this antibody. Unfortunately, we were unable to determine the exact origin of pAb(16), 
i.e. whether it shares a similar clonality as the polyclonals used since the first Col VII 
investigations (Table 1 in chapter 4).
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3.4 Reproducibility of labeling with pAb(16)

We have tested the reproducibility of the immunohistochemical (IHC) results of 
the pAb(16) antibody in skin and ocular tissues in our own lab. We found that this 
antibody produced very reproducible labeling patterns time and again. A polyclonal 
antibody from another company, pAb(15) (Abcam) gave identical results, although 
both companies might have sold the same antibody under different names. Different 
batches from Calbiochem (n=7) gave identical results per analytical method (IHC on 
paraffin and cryo, Western blots, iTEM).

4.0 RULING OUT CROSS-REACTIVITY 

4.1 Potential cross-reactivity with protein fibers adjacent to Col VII

We have validated the pAb(16) labeling results of skin sections by our lab (biomedical 
engineering) in a different lab, which was then performed by other technicians 
(dermatology UMCG), and with their own pAb(16) batch. The results of these labeling 
procedures were identical to ours. 

4.2 Cross-reactivity of pAb(16) in a case of RDEB?

Despite the accumulated validity of the pAb(16), a possible cross-reaction with 
pAb(16) was observed a skin biopsy sample of a ‘completely’ Col VII deficient (non-
Dutch, but European) infant. The infant was known to suffer from severe RDEB due 
to a homozygotism for a (c.1637-240_3252del4061) mutation in the COL7A1 gene 
(NM_000094.3), very similar to a reported case.30 This mutation would result in a 
disruption of the RNA splicing, which would probably introduce a premature stopcodon 
and impede synthesis of Col VII protein. However, intronic mutations may produce 
several splice products, some of which might be in-frame and still result in synthesis 
of some form of Col VII protein. At the time of the biopsies, it was unclear what mutant 
COL7A1 mRNA would form. The infant was (phenotypically) doing spectacularly well, 
despite no LH7.2 or pAb(16) labeling was detected at common microscope settings 
(Figure 1A)(score: 0 out of 4). Sporadically, thin anchoring fibrils were observed, 
but only in the first year. Unfortunately, within a few months, the infant deceased 
after a sudden rapid deterioration, reflective of the severity of its RDEB genotype. 
Accidentally, it was noted that in the corresponding skin sections, long threadlike 
structures would become visible when the detection signal was severely augmented 
(Figure 1). Morphologically, these threads resembled fibrils of the elastic type, which 
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are notorious for their autofluorescent characteristics. Usually, such fluorescence is not 
encountered in such close proximity to Col VII, so it was deemed worthwhile to rule out 
cross-reactivity, or (re)confirm their autofluorescence. There are three candidate fiber 
types in skin: elastin, elaunin, and oxytalan. The fibril’s location and shape were most 
reminiscent of oxytalan (Figure 2 & 3). 

FIGURE 1. Immunofluorescence of Col VII and DAPI in skin sections of an infant RDEB patient. A.) In 
customary settings, the dermal-epidermal basement membrane is not labeled with pAb(16), as is expected. B.) 
When the signal is enhanced to the level of recognizable background structures, fibrils (yellow arrows) below 
the BM and in the stroma would stand out. C.) Customary setting overlay with DAPI and pAb(16). D.) Signal 
enhanced overlay with DAPI and Col VII as comparison to the amount of signal enhancement is needed for 
image B).
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FIGURE 2. Extracellular components in young adult skin. A.) Autofluorescence in enhanced signal from 
Figure 1. The yellow box indicates the inset of B.) and the aspect and location of sub-basal elastic fibers. C.) 
Section stained with Miller’s elastic stain, in which oxytalan fibers (black arrows) run downwards from the 
subbasal lamina to meet other fibers in the reticular dermis D.) Adapted from Naylor AE, Watson RE, Sherratt MJ. 

Maturitas. 2011; 69:249-256.

FIGURE 3. Schematic representation of extracellular components in young adult skin. As Col VII, the 
elastic fibers originate in the subbasal lamina. Elastic fibers are complex structures that contain elastin as 
well as microfibrils.35 Here, these elastic fibres are considered to be fibrillin rich, and to a lesser extent elastin 
(and elaunin). But, as shown, elaunin and elastin are generally deposited more deeper in the stroma than Col 
VII. The localization of oxytalan thus correlates with that of Col VII, and the subbasal fibers seen in enhanced 
immunofluorescent signal images might be explained by autofluorescence of these oxytalan fibers. Adapted 

from Naylor AE, Watson RE, Sherratt MJ. Maturitas. 2011; 69:249-256. 
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4.3 pAb(16) does not cross-react with oxytalan 

Oxytalan fibrils are fibrillin-rich microfibrils that, like Col VII, run perpendicular to the 
epidermis. In infants, the oxytalan fibers appear as ‘roots’31 (Figure 2). The elastin 
components in such fibers may be notoriously sticky and autofluorescent, a double 
hindrance in immunofluorescence studies.32 In a previous Col VII investigation of 
the rabbit cornea, such ‘roots’ might have labeled with monoclonal antibodies. The 
authors observed a ‘discontinuous beaded line of (immuno)localization along the 
basal cell surface’. The source was, however, attributed to anchoring plaques14 instead 
of the ‘roots’. We found that such rooted fibrils might also show in normal skin when 
labeled with monoclonals, as long as the signal is sufficiently augmented (Figure 4). 
We thus concluded that the faint rooted pattern could be sufficiently explained by 
autofluorescence, instead of actual pAb(16) cross-reactivity. 

FIGURE 4. Comparison of oxytalan fibers by monoclonal mAb(14) and polyclonal pAb(16) antibodies. 
A.) Healthy donor labeled with polyclonals with custom signal settings. Normal skin sections may also show 
oxytalan fibers with polyclonal (B), as well as monoclonal antibodies (C). D.) Complete Col VII deficiency in a 
severe RDEB skin biopsy section. The dermal-epidermal basement membrane does not label at all (between 

yellow arrows), although some deeper elastic fibers show autofluorescence, as does the stratum corneum (white 

arrowheads). The autofluorescence of both structures is well known. Magnifications A-D x10; C 20x.
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4.4 pAb(16) does not cross-react with elastin

Such autofluorescence, or potential cross-reactivity, was also encountered in 
immunofluorescence analysis of vascular tissues. We have used immunofluorescence 
on cryosections readily, since these section types provided the most effective 
presentation of tissue epitopes, enabling the labeling with most of our monoclonal 
antibodies. In cryosections, our antibodies would label at the vascular walls, in close 
proximity to the elastin fibers. These elastic fibers primarily function as an elastic 
reservoir, which distributes any mechanical stress evenly throughout the wall onto 
the sturdy collagen fibers. As a result, elastin appears side-by-side to the adjacent 
collagens, although in sections both fiber types do not precisely overlap one another.33 
The differentiation between such matrix fibrils may be difficult in cryosections, 
because of the poor morphology in cryosections (compared to paraffin or resin). In 
order to interpret the Col VII labeling correctly, and to differentiate between any false-
positive labeling of elastin or autofluorescence thereof, these two influences needed 
to be nullified. By substitution to peroxidase/AEC labeling (Figure 5), any influence 
of autofluorescence in the cryosections was bypassed. The recombinant pAb(72) anti-
Col VII antibody would label similarly as pAb(16), and thus close to elastin fibrils. The 
distinct hyaline, or glass-like appearance (SI Fig. 5 in chapter 4) of elastin could now 
easily be differentiated from collagen fibrils. In TEM studies, elastin was observed in 
the larger vessels of the retina, mainly those close to the ILM, where elastin would 
mingle with the collagens of the outer vascular BMs.34 Elastin appears amorphous 
in TEM studies,35 and could therefore be differentiated from the perivascular fibrils/
fibers that were targeted by our antibodies. In the vascular lysates, and Western blots 
thereof, we do not expect an important influence of elastin. After cross-linking in the 
ECM, elastin cannot be dissociated anymore, and can only be extracted and purified 
by removing all other tissue components.32, 35, 36 Our lysates would not likely contain 
enough soluble elastin to interfere with our signals or interpretations. We agree that 
collagens, such as Col VII, appear side-by-side with elastin at vascular tissues. We also 
believe our antibodies have genuinely targeted Col VII perivascularly.

Interestingly, some speckled perivascular Col VII labeling was recently observed in the 
subepidermis, in proximity to Col IV and elastin. Hayakawa et al. (2017) hypothesized 
that Col VII may not be deposited around blood vessels for any mechanical stabilization, 
but for use in some other, unknown pathway. Because their Col VII labeling did not 
colocalize with their vascular markers (CD31, against endothelial cells), the authors 
ultimately abandoned their hypothesis.33 
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FIGURE 5. Immunofluorescent aspect of blood vessels. A.) Cryosection of a mouse renal artery. Elastin is 
selectively stained by a dye (red, Alexa Fluor 633), appearing as specific as an actual anti-elastin labeling would. 
The staining shows elastin’s location and shape similarities, which might interfere with the interpretation of Col 
VII labeling. B.) Cryostat section of a human retinal vessel. This anti-Col VII labeling by pAb(16) (red) demonstrates 
the similarities with elastin labeling (and thus also the location of potential elastin autofluorescence) at such 
magnifications. In blood vessel walls, elastin typically adopts an undulating pattern. Blue DAPI nuclear staining. 
Green GFAP glial cells labeling. Scale bar 40 µm. A, adapted from Halabi CM, Mecham RP. Methods Cell Biol. 2018; 

143:207-222.

4.5 pAb(16) does not cross-react with fibrillin

The cross-reactivity with oxytalan in skin was now ruled out, but there remained the 
unexplained intense pAb(16) labeling of the ciliary zonules. The zonules are regarded 
as oxytalan fibers, microfibrils that are made up primarily by fibrillins and lack elastin.37, 

38 An interaction between microfibrils and collagens was previously suggested. Local 
collagens might influence microfibril bundle packing and integration into the lens 
capsule.39 In that study, the presence of Col VII was not investigated. Proteomic studies 
of zonular lystates, as well as immunohistochemical studies, could not (convincingly) 
demonstrate zonular Col VII. Any cross-reactivity of pAb(16) to the three most 
abundant glycoproteins in the human zonulome (fibrillin-1, LTBP2 and MFAP2), is 
unlikely. An immunofluorescence study of the accommodation system showed their 
corresponding labeling patterns to be dissimilar from ours.40 
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5.0 THE INTERPRETATION OF COL VII IMMUNOLABELING RESULTS

The intraocular milieu expresses COL7A1 and synthesizes Col VII, while anchoring 
fibrils are visibly absent. This combination is suggestive of an alternate conformational 
mode of Col VII, that does not entice apparent lateral aggregation. For example, our 
antibodies might have targeted epitopes on Col VII molecules or fragments which 
lack the interaction sites/formations for aggregation. Such a hypothesis could be 
addressed by using all the validated antibodies at hand of which the target epitope(s) 
on the Col VII molecule are (roughly) known, and to compare their labeling patterns 
in serially cut immuno-TEM (iTEM) sections, or perform co-localization studies that 
could affirm or rule out the presence of intact Col VII molecules. Unfortunately, other 
antibodies than pAb(16) did not work well in post-embedding for iTEM. Perhaps the 
epitopes of anti-Col VII monoclonals are damaged or destroyed by the fixation and 
embedding procedure, which apparently occurs easily in the presence of strong 
detergents or reducing agents.33 Pre-embedding studies with monoclonal antibodies 
were performed in earlier stages of data collection for this thesis. Because of tissue 
penetration difficulties, and the sudden unavailability of fresh donor materials after an 
adjustment in Dutch legislation, pre-embedding and cryo-TEM analysis were forsaken. 

6.0 INTERMOLECULAR INTERACTIONS OF COL VII

6.1 Basement membrane proteins associated with Col VII

As anchoring fibril component, Col VII needs to interact with other BM zone proteins 
to effectively incorporate into (and function at) the BM. In the absence of visible 
anchoring fibrils, we might still establish a potential anchoring function of Col VII 
(i.e. by unaggregated fibrils) at the intraocular tissues indirectly. We would have to 
demonstrate the presence of proteins that Col VII usually interacts with. Of course, we 
should take into account that such intermolecular interactors might differ per tissue, or 
even per BM region within a tissue. In dermal BM anchoring, Col VII interacts with Col 
IV, laminin-332 and fibronectin through its NC-1 domain.41- 43 We chose to investigate 
the presence of laminin-332 first.

6.2 Intermolecular interaction of Col VII with laminin

Laminin is a heterotrimeric protein composed of an α-, β-, and γ-chain combination. 
Each of these chains has its genetic variants (five α, four β, two γ chain types). A laminin 
isoform is described by its combination of these chains, for example laminin-α3β3γ2, 
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or simply laminin-332. Not all theoretical chain combinations are encountered in 
practice, since only 16 laminin isoforms have been recognized. All of the Col VII-laminin 
interactions have been attributed to laminin-332 at the upper lamina densa, by its β3 
chain arm and to a lesser extent through its γ2 chain arm.41 Some affinity of the NC-1 
for laminin-311 was also observed, but a mutual affinity to the NC-1 domain was only 
demonstrated by laminin-332.41, 43, 44 

FIGURE 6. The structure of laminin-332. Each chain has its own receptors and ECM proteins binding sites. 
Adapted from Sugawara K, Tsuruta D, Ishii M, et al. Exp Dermatol. 2008; 17:473-480.

In a pilot iTEM study, we have failed to colocalize laminin-332 with Col VII. By using a 
monoclonal anti-laminin α3 chain antibody (N-20, Santa Cruz, SC16583), we were unable 
to demonstrate laminin-332 convincingly. Given the technical difficulties previously 
experienced with monoclonal antibodies for iTEM in general, we abandoned this path. 
We were able to obtain (raw and unpublished) gene expression profiles of the non-
pigmented and pigmented ciliary epithelium.45 These data showed that these epithelia 
express both COL7A1 and the genes of the laminin-332 subchains. Their expression 
levels make the translation into these proteins likely, but does not prove such protein 
synthesis to actually occur. Our pAb(16) antibodies, however, labeled readily at these 
epithelia. Further evidence for laminin-332 presence was collected through a literature 
search.
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6.3 Immunohistochemical demonstrations of ocular laminin in literature

The individual α3/β3-chains of laminin-332 have been demonstrated at the BMs of 
cornea, limbus, conjunctiva and the blood vessels of those tissues. Except from the 
blood vessels, Col VII was similarly demonstrated in that study.46 Another study had 
demonstrated laminin-332 at Bruch’s membrane, at which we now show presence 
of Col VII (Figure 5 in chapter 4).47 The presence of either Col VII or laminin-332 in 
blood vessels is not commonly accepted (Table 2). Some evidence for the presence of 
laminin-332 at blood vessels was recently put forward, at the vasculature that provides 
for enamel formation.48

TABLE 2. Reactivity of various monoclonal antibodies at ocular surface tissue basement membranes. 

Antibody Cornea Limbus Conjunctiva Blood vessels

Laminin-1 (pAb) + + + +

α1-chain +/- + + +

α2-chain - + - -

α3-chain + + + -

β1-chain +/- + + +

β2-chain - + + +

β3-chain + + + -

γ1-chain +/- + + +

Laminin-5 + + + -

Collagen IV - + + +

Collagen VII + + + -

Fibronectin (pAb) + + + +

+ positive reaction, +/- reaction varied, - negative reaction. PC polyclonal antibody. Note the absent labeling of Col VII and 
laminin-332 at blood vessels. Adapted from Tuori A, Uusitalo H, Burgeson RE, Terttunen J, Virtanen I. Cornea. 1996; 15:286-294.

6.4 Detection of interacting proteins to Col VII by IHC: limitations

Detection of BM components by IHC may sometimes fail, where alternative methods 
succeed. For a time, even Col IV was thought to be absent from the central cornea, 
because it could not be demonstrated by IHC, despite several epitope unmasking 
procedures.49, 50 Positive mRNA detection and Western blots contradicted such 
absence of Col IV, which stimulated further investigations by different antibodies and 
(unmasking) techniques.51 Today, each of the Col IV chains has been demonstrated in 
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the human cornea, also by IHC.46, 51, 52, 53 Likewise, Col VII (and laminin-332) could not 
be demonstrated in lens capsule sections while we detected Col VII in both sections 
and lysates.54 Conversely, some studies were unable to detect COL7A1 mRNA in lysates 
of whole human eyes altogether, while we have demonstrated COL7A1 mRNA and, 
correspondingly, Col VII presence by several techniques including IHC.55 The outcome 
of multiple analytical techniques can complement individual investigations such as 
IHC. An additional tool for identifying ECM protein components (i.e. Col VII) may be 
found in proteomics, either for ruling out false-negative or false-positive results.

6.5 Detection of interacting proteins to Col VII by proteomics

Proteomics is the large scale study of proteins, usually by liquid chromatography- 
mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). LC-MS/MS is designed to simplify the identification 
and quantification of the proteins that are extracted from biological tissues. It may be 
very sensitive. For example, proteomic analysis could detect near-all Col IV subchains 
(6 chains, 3 locations, 1 chain absent = 17 out of 18 hits) at all three basic layers of 
the cornea, where IHC failed (idem, but 5 chains absent = 13 out of 18 hits).53, 56 By 
proteomics, multiple laminins could also be detected. The entire laminin-332 
combination was found in the corneal epithelium, where anchoring fibrils are located.56 
The Col VII-binding subunits β3 and γ2 were found in the endothelium, while COL7A1 
was detected at the adjacent Descemet’s membrane.56, 57 To our knowledge, Col VII has 
never been demonstrated by IHC at the cornea endothelium. Elastin and fibrillin-1 
were not detected in the cornea in these studies.

A potential pitfall in proteomic analysis is that not all of the corneal proteins, especially 
the stromal collagens, are equally soluble in SDS.56 This means that it might not be 
possible to adequately resolve such proteins by SDS-PAGE, prior to LC-MS/MS or 
Western blotting. By proteomic quantification, these authors estimated that collagens 
account for about 50% of the total proteins in the stroma layer, 30% in the endothelium 
layer and only about 2% in the epithelium layer. At the epithelium, the concentration 
of Col VII should be highest due to the presence of anchoring fibrils and relative little 
presence of other collagens. The authors detected Col VII in both the epithelium 
and the stroma. They explain the presence of Col VII in both layers by an imperfect 
separation prior to tissue homogenization (i.e they scraped off the epithelium with 
a knife, but probably also shavings of the Col VII rich BM/Bowman’s layer complex). 
Still, their outcome proves that detection of Col VII -even in the collagen rich stromal 
lysates- is possible by LC-MS/MS. This outcome is in agreement with our investigations, 
since we are also able to detect Col VII in our Western blots. Based on IHC labeling 
intensities however, the tissues that we wanted to proteomically analyze, were likely 
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to contain much less Col VII than tissues with i.e. an established anchoring fibril layer. 
Because zonules showed intense labeling in our IHC analysis, a literature search for 
collagens in the zonular proteome was conducted.

TABLE 3. The presence of collagens and laminins in corneal tissues, as detected by proteomics. 

Name Ep
ith

el
iu

m

St
ro

m
a

En
do

th
el

iu
m

Name Ep
ith

el
iu

m

St
ro

m
a

En
do

th
el

iu
m

alpha-1(I) chain X X X alpha-2(I) chain X X X

alpha-1(II) chain X X X alpha-2(IV) chain X X

alpha-1(III) chain X X X alpha-2(IX) chain X

alpha-1(IV) chain X X X alpha-2(V) chain X X X

alpha-1(IX) chain X alpha-2(VI) chain X X X

alpha-1(V) chain X X X alpha-2(VIII) chain X X

alpha-1(VI) chain X X X alpha-2(XI) chain X

alpha-1(VII) chain X X X alpha-3(IV) chain X X X

alpha-1(VIII) chain X X alpha-3(V) chain X X

alpha-1(X) chain X alpha-3(VI) chain X X X

alpha-1(XI) chain X X X alpha-4(IV) chain X X X

alpha-1(XII) chain X X X alpha-5(IV) chain X X X

alpha-1(XIV) chain X X X alpha-5(VI) chain X

alpha-1(XIX) chain X alpha-6(IV) chain X X

alpha-1(XVI) chain X X Laminin subunit alpha-3 X

alpha-1(XVII) chain X X Laminin subunit alpha-5 X

alpha-1(XVIII) chain X X X Laminin subunit beta-1 X X

alpha-1(XXI) chain X Laminin subunit beta-2 X

alpha-1(XXIII) chain X Laminin subunit beta-3 X X X

alpha-1(XXIV) chain X X Laminin subunit gamma-1 X X

alpha-1(XXVII) chain X X X Laminin subunit gamma-2 X X X

alpha-1(XXVIII) chain X

Many collagens and laminins may be detected in each LC-MS/MS analysis, sometimes even in small amounts. Proteomics may be a 
helpful tool in supplying additional evidence for the detection of proteins (or excluding presence thereof) when epitopes are masked 
or otherwise unavailable. Adapted from Dyrlund TF, Poulsen ET, Scavenius C, et al. J Proteome Res. 2012; 11:4231-4239.
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6.6 Detection of collagens in zonules by proteomics

Proteomic investigations of the human and bovine ciliary zonules failed to detect Col 
VII.39, 40 Collagens were found, and represented a minor protein group in comparison to 
e.g. fibrillin-1. Within this minority, the collagens types II(α1), XI(α1), and V(α2, α3) were 
dominant.40 These authors found purifying human zonules much more difficult than 
their bovine counterpart. Interestingly, a Col VII chain fragment with human homology 
(C9JBL3) was found in the bovine samples.40 

Despite the sensitivity of mass spectrometry, the proteins are severely disrupted in 
the process, by all kinds of buffers and enzymes, prior to being digested by trypsin. 
Then, the amino acid sequences that are detected by the mass spectrometer must be 
identified, and significantly match the matrisome database in order to count as ‘hit’. It 
is possible that in these studies, Col VII is either not sufficiently extracted, or digested 
beyond recognition, or otherwise left undetectable because of its potential scarcity. 
Many enzyme treatments may be tried out in order to optimize the yield of a protein 
of interest, but trypsin is usually found to be the most effective.39 Tissues may be 
subjected to collagenase treatment (prior to trypsin), with an unknown effect on Col VII 
detection. In order to prove any positive detection of a protein by LC-MS/MS, Western 
blot analysis is used as subsequent, supportive addition. As discussed earlier, most 
Western blots of intraocular tissues showed outcomes in agreement with IHC results. 

6.7 Detection of retinal Col VII and its interacting proteins by proteomics

The proteome of collagens and laminins was also investigated in BMs of human retinas 
(ILM), retinal blood vessels and lens capsules (Table 4).58 Empirically, the values in the 
table have shown linearity to absolute protein abundance (r2 > 0.9). This means that 
Col VII protein is detected at these BMs, but in minute amounts compared to e.g. most 
type IV collagen isoforms. The retinal blood vessel lysates that have been processed 
for SDS-PAGE and LC-MS/MS, respectively, apparently have proteomically detectable 
amounts of Col VII.

6.8 Immunohistochemical exploration of blood vessels: an anchoring complex?

Immunohistochemically, Col VII and the laminin chains α3 and β3 (γ2 was not done) 
were demonstrated at the colonic mucosa, but not at its blood vessels.59 Short 
segments of Col VII labeling were demonstrated between the corneal/limbal BM 
and the underlying blood vessels, a pattern that corresponded to ‘accumulations of 
BM-like material with pockets of anchoring fibrils embedded in the thickened BM’.60 
Such BM thickening and/or duplication is often seen at the BM zones of older donors. 
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Alternatively, the authors suggest that the limbal basal cells sporadically synthesize Col 
VII and other BM components, leaving isolated islands of BM in the stroma.60 Otherwise, 
it is commonly accepted that the BMs of blood vessels do not display all of the dermal 
anchoring complex components.

TABLE 4. Relative quantitative levels of proteins were determined using intensity-based absolute quantitation 
(iBAQ) algorithm. 

Gene Names

iBAQ BV1 iBAQ ILM iBAQ LC1

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

COL1A1 7 43 465 0 23 0 0 94 0

COL1A2 9 101 927 0 5 0 0 494 0

COL3A1 7 32 154 0 0 0 0 11 1

COL4A1 8544 251730 26039 1199 2984 145 99742 63017 63419

COL4A2 6930 299880 31421 958 2464 33 83136 49682 71461

COL4A3 472 38853 7213 26079 62460 21192 9228 11073 14160

COL4A4 240 10763 2154 16183 25476 7096 4125 3717 4148

COL4A5 401 23793 1459 9958 28477 4205 8725 5666 8575

COL4A6 0 11478 0 11 0 0 2459 0 1104

COL5A1 1.8 765 35 54 83 2 553 96 245

COL5A2 3,9 446 57 10 4 0 239 26 154

COL5A3 0 10 1 0 0 0 0 5 0

COL7A1 0 1 1 24 3 4 3 2 0

LAMA;LAMA1 1.6 82 4 143 641 192 1 89 0

LAMA2;LAMM 134 12 140 180 202 46 0 1015 0

LAMA3;LAMNA 4.0 5 35 0 0 0 0 65 0

LAMA4 57 81 194 5 0 5 0 164 3

LAMA5 2068 36274 16871 8213 14455 7251 5449 33611 9109

LAMB1 51 2217 13 2 0 637 1519 204 212

LAMB2;LAMC1 4321 28450 16632 21802 20543 7030 11037 48156 4690

LAMB2;LAMS 4536 44636 30983 27566 31938 14471 9496 40507 9081

The iBAQ values are obtained from the LC–MS data by averaging (*) the signal intensity of the detected ions for a given protein by 
the number of theoretically detectable ions for that protein. (1,2,3) lists the matrisomal proteins identified with their iBAQ values for 
each of the nine BM samples. Adapted from Ref 58. Values were divided by 1.000 and rounded off for convenience.
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7.0 TRANSLATION OF INTRAOCULAR COL VII DETECTION: CLINICAL 
IMPLICATIONS

In our studies, we have demonstrated Col VII protein at various locations. Because 
anchoring fibrils are apparently absent, and even the intermolecular components 
needed for an anchoring complex such as in skin are inconsistently reported, it remains 
unclear whether the presence of Col VII at the determined localizations might perform 
(or contribute to) an anchoring role. The logical way to deduce such a function would 
be to investigate any occurring defects when Col VII is dysfunctional or absent. Such 
functional absence occurs in patients suffering from severe recessive dystrophic 
epidermolysis bullosa. Therefore, we sought to investigate this patient group for 
defects, with special interest in the previously determined Col VII-positive locations. 
Interestingly, the RDEB donor eyes did not show any convincing intraocular defects 
by (immuno)histochemical analysis. Also, the clinically investigated RDEB-patients 
were found to have no apparent irregularities in their intraocular anatomy. The lack of 
apparent irregularities might be explained by several hypotheses. 

1.) Other proteins may compensate for the dysfunctional Col VII, even in the total 
absence of Col VII. Theoretically, that would mean that other intramolecular bonds 
successfully maintain tissue integrity. Such is the case in laminin-332 deficiency: 
although the absence of laminin-332 in skin is lethal, other tissues/organs appear not 
to be significantly affected. This phenomenon suggests a compensation rescue by 
other laminins.48, 61 Another example is Col IV(α5)-chain deficiency (Alport syndrome), 
where the ECM is significantly altered, but the deficiency is thought to be functionally 
balanced by increased synthesis and deposition of Col VII.62

2.) Col VII might not play any significant anchoring role in intraocular tissues. In turn, 
this suggests that Col VII may perform some other role, since nature would not deposit 
Col VII there for naught. Recently, it was suggested that Col VII is a member of a unique 
innate immune-supporting multi-protein complex against bacterial colonization in 
the spleen and lymph nodes. Col VII would specifically bind and sequester the innate 
immune activator cochlin in the lumen of lymphoid conduits, enabling the activation 
of innate immune cells in the skin. That study also showed that Col VII is expressed 
by lymphoid stromal cells.63 The presence of Col VII around intraocular blood vessels 
might therefore indicate an unknown, but comparable, purpose. However, no clear 
signs of intraocular inflammation were observed in the RDEB donor sections.
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Another role of intraocular Col VII might be found in its potential ECM manipulation and 
cell signaling pathways, which is currently investigated in squamous cell carcinogenesis. 
The role of Col VII in this process is, however, context and tissue dependent since Col 
VII appears to be upregulated in some tumour types and downregulated in others. 
Furthermore, it is believed that Col VII supplementation would increase the migration 
and invasion of carcinogenic keratinocytes in culture64 (and thus be pro-carcinogenic) 
while, in contrast, Col VII suppresses TGF-β signaling and angiogenesis through 
binding of α2 integrin65 (and thus be anti-carcinogenic). When squamous cells lose 
their differentiation (i.e. become malignant), their deposition of Col VII deteriorates 
first, only after which Col IV deterioration follows. The poorly differentiated cells may 
then still synthesize Col VII, but are unable to deposit it extracellularly, and metastasis 
is at hand.66 To date, the importance of basement membranes and the role of their 
components in angiogenesis and tumor invasion to metastasis are well known,67 but 
any such role of Col VII at intraocular or vascular basement membranes is yet to be 
determined. 

3.) Perhaps the friction in the eye is unlike that of skin. In skin, the amount of friction 
is believed to influence the expression of Col VII, if such a linear deduction may be 
made from the amount of anchoring fibrils observed. Mechanobullous defects in 
RDEB patients occur especially by friction exerted perpendicular to the skin (i.e. shear 
stress by rubbing), in contrast to compressional/tensional stress (i.e. skin impression). 
In RDEB, ocular surface defects are thought to -at least partially- result from repeated 
abrasions after friction or minor trauma, generally paralleling the extent of the skin 
affection. In comparison to older literature, the corneas of our RDEB cohort and recent 
literature appear to be spared, relative to their skin.68 Of course, corneas are subjugated 
to less mechanical stress than skin in general, but a relation to improved (availability 
of ) lubricants that wet and minimize the repeated surface friction may also be made. 
The forces at the accommodation system are exerted in a moist environment, and 
probably predominantly consist of tension -and to a lesser extent compression- forces. 
A deficiency in Col VII might therefore not result in destabilized tissues.

4.) Col VII may be a representational late, non-functional marker of sclerosis, 
hyalinization, or even fibrosis. In renal tissues, for example, Col VII is not considered to 
be a normal component of glomeruli. It is expressed only in obvious glomerular scar 
formation or sclerosis. Then, its incorporation into anchoring fibrils proves a prerequisite 
to restore and maintain the stability and integrity of the BM zone, which is instrumental 
in healing.69, 70 Hyaline degeneration might partially account for the thickness of the 
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BM-like depositions, i.e. at the ciliary body blood vessels that broadly labeled for Col VII. 
Most of our donors were over 50 years of age. However, young donors demonstrated a 
similar intraocular and perivascular Col VII immunoreactivity.

8.0 FUTURE AIMS

Given the specific immunoreactivity of anti-Col VII labeling in intraocular tissues, 
in absence of typical anchoring fibrils, it would be tempting to speculate that any 
anchoring fibrils there are too thin to be detected. In turn, that would mean that either 
the molecular structure of intraocular Col VII is different from that of skin, so that lateral 
aggregation does not occur, or that some other components that are needed for such 
aggregation are not available in the eye. Alternatively, we might have detected only 
parts of the Col VII molecule, and no anchoring fibrils (of any form) are present. This 
would suggest an alternative function of Col VII that is yet to be determined. 

An unexplained relation exists between RDEB patients and concurrent cardio(vascular) 
defects, as was discovered in our RDEB donor, as well as in others.71 It is strange 
that the two rare clinical entities of RDEB and non-ischemic cardiomyopathy occur 
simultaneously. Up to 18% of patients with RDEB, shows evidence for a dilated aortic 
root. Although their association has been appreciated for at least 25 years, a common 
pathological mechanism has not yet emerged.71, 72 It was suggested that even if Col 
VII was shown to have no direct role in the heart at all, its presence might still serve 
as a major modifier of factors that regulate cardiovascular remodeling and function.71 
Therefore, further investigations towards ECM modulation, cell signaling, and/or other 
potential bioactive functions of Col VII and its NC-1 domain could elucidate more of its 
anchoring and non-anchoring functions.

Therapeutic options for the management of RDEB have been reviewed recently but 
will not be discussed here, since they do not concern the intraocular environment.73
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